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Wind Products List and Introductions 

 

400W Wind Turbine                           e 

 
 

1.1 400W diffuse wind turbine technical parameters 

Blade material & quality Reinforced fiber glass*8 

Wind rotor diameter (m) 1.25 

Rated power/maximum power(W) 400/500 

Rated wind speed(m/s) 12 

Rated rotating speed(r/min) 500 

Working wind speed(m/s) 3-25 

Start-up wind speed(m/s) 2 

Survive wind speed (m/s) 50 

Working voltage(V) DC24V 

Regulation method  Damp rate-limit 

Generator type Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Wind turbine body weight(kg) 30 

Applicable environment temperature  -35℃~+60℃ 

Noise level（dB) ≤50 
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1.2   400W diffuse wind turbine output power curve  

 

1.3  400W diffused wind turbine technical parameter 

(1) Mute design：Optimum design according to aerodynamics, noise level is lower than 45dB 

(2) Breeze starting：Wind rotor adopts 8 pieces design, improve the startup moment, decrease the 

start up wind speed. 

(3) Higher efficiency：Wind rotor adopts diffuse design, increasing the wind speed which goes 

through the wind rotor by 1.1 to 1.2 times, enhancing the power of the generator by 1.4 to 1.7 times  

(4) High safety：the wind turbine adopts high-strength magnets and protection mechanism such as 

not fricative and speed limiting damper thus enhancing the security and the stability of the wind 

turbine 

(5) High stable：We adopt rotator and accelerated damping mechanism in order to make the wind 

turbine against the wind neatly and avoiding frequent trembling. 

(6) Easy installation：low weight, small volume, easy installation, suitable to install on roof. 

 

1.4  Application field 
Wind and solar hybrid street light system, home application, roof installation, boats and so on. 

 

1.5  Picture Show 
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500W Wind Turbine                           e  

 

 

2.1   500W wind turbine technical parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

Model  500W 

Wind rotor diameter(m) 2.5 

Blade material & quality  Reinforced fibier glass*3 

Rated power（W）/maximum power(W) 500/750 

Rated wind speed(m/s) 9 

Rated rotating speed(rpm) 500 

Working wind speed(m/s) 3-25 

Start-up wind speed(m/s) 3 

Survive wind speed(m/s) 40 

Rated voltage(V) DC24/DC48 

Regulation method Yawing  

Generator type Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Wind turbine weight(kg) 65 

Tower height/weight(m/kg) 80 
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2.2  500W wind turbine output power curve 
 

 

 

2.3 Technical characteristic 

(1) Special yawing design: exactly regulate wind rotor rotating speed, automatic yawing 

when wind speed is over rated wind speed. No slow-moving 

(2) Anti-fatigue tail vane: tail vane adopts new material, spring design, improve 

anti-fatigue largely, extend service life. 

(3) Pure mechanical structure, failure rate lower. 

 

2.4 Application field  

GSM base station, forest-fire prevention, monitor system, sight lighting, island, sentry 

post, boats, agriculture and so on. 

 

2.5 Picture Show 
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1KW Wind Turbine  

 

 

3.1 1KW wind turbine technical parameters 

 

Model  1000W 

Wind rotor diameter(m) 2.8 

Blade material & quality  Reinforced fiber glass*3 

Rated power（W）/maximum power(W) 1000/1400 

Rated wind speed(m/s) 10 

Rated rotating speed(r/min) 450 

Working speed(m/s) 3-25 

Start-up wind speed (m/s) 3 

Survive wind speed(m/s) 40 

Rated voltage(V) DC24/DC48 

Regulation method  Yawing  

Stop method Manual brake 

Generator type Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Wind body weight(kg) 85 

Tilt-up tower height/weight(m/kg) 6/280 
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3.2   1KW wind turbine output power curve 

 

3.3 Technical characteristic 
(1) Special yawing design: exactly regulate wind rotor rotating speed, automatic yawing when wind 

speed is over rated wind speed. No slow-moving 

(2) Anti-fatigue tail vane: tail vane adopts new material, spring design, improve anti-fatigue largely, 

extend service life. 

(3) Pure mechanical structure, failure rate lower. 

3.4 Application field  
GSM base station, forest-fire prevention,  monitor system, sight lighting, island, sentry post, boats, 

agriculture and so on 

3.5 Picture Show 
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1.5KW Wind Turbine                          e  

 
4.1  1.5KW wind turbine technical parameters 

 

Model  1500W 

Wind rotor diameter(m) 3.2 

Blade material & quality Reinforced fiber glass*3 

Rated power(W)/maximum power(W) 1500/2000 

Rated wind speed(m/s) 10 

Rated rotating speed(r/min) 400 

Working wind speed (m/s) 3-25 

Start-up wind turbine(m/s) 3 

Survive wind speed (m/s) 50 

Rated voltage (V) DC48/DC120 

Regulation method Yawing  

Stop method Manual brake 

Generator type Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Wind body weight (kg) 120 

Tilt-up tower height/weight (m/kg) 7/350 
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4.2  1.5kW wind turbine output power curve 

 
 

4.3 Technical characteristic 
(1) Special yawing design: exactly regulate wind rotor rotating speed, automatic yawing when wind 

speed is over rated wind speed. No slow-moving 

(2) Anti-fatigue tail vane: tail vane adopts new material, spring design, improve anti-fatigue largely, 

extend service life. 

(3) Pure mechanical structure, failure rate lower. 

4.4 Application field  

GSM base station, forest-fire prevention,  monitor system, sight lighting, island, sentry post, boats, 

agriculture and so on. 

4.5 Picture  
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2KW Wind Turbine                            e 

 

 

5.1   2KW wind turbine technical parameters 

Model  2kW 

Wind rotor diameter（m） 3.4 

Blade material & quality Reinforced fiber glass*3 

Rated power(W)/maximum power(W) 2000/2500 

Rated wind speed (m/s) 10 

Rated rotating speed (r/min) 400 

Working wind speed (m/s) 3-25 

Start-up wind speed (m/s) 3 

Survive wind speed (m/s) 50 

Rated voltage(V) DC48/DC120 

Regulation method Yawing  

Stop method Manual brake 

Generator type Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Wind turbine body weight (kg) 120 

Guyed tower height/weight(m/kg) 7/100 

Tilt-up tower height /weight (m/kg) 7/350 
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5.2   2KW wind turbine output power curve 

 
5.3 Technical characteristic 
(1) Special yawing design: exactly regulate wind rotor rotating speed, automatic yawing when wind 

speed is over rated wind speed. No slow-moving 

(2) Anti-fatigue tail vane: tail vane adopts new material, spring design, improve anti-fatigue largely, 

extend service life. 

(3) Pure mechanical structure, failure rate lower. 

5.4 Application field  

GSM base station, forest-fire prevention,  monitor system, sight lighting, island, sentry post, boats, 

agriculture and so on. 

5.5 Picture Show 
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5KW Pitch Controlled Wind Turbine             e 

 

6.1 5KW pitch controlled wind turbine technical parameter  

 

Model  AH-5kW 

Wind rotor diameter (m) 5.4m 

Blade material and quantity Fiber glass reinforced * 3 

Rated power / max power (w) 5000/6000 

Rated wind speed (m/s) 11 

Rated rotate speed (rpm) 260 

Working wind speed (m/s) 3-30 

Startup wind speed (m/s) 2 

Survived wind speed (m/s) 60 

Working voltage (v) DC200V/DC240V/DC360V/DC500V 

Battery voltage / capcity (v, ah) 12*10=120/200   12*20=240/100 

Speed regulation method pitch-controlled 

Stop method Manual brake/Automatic electrical brake 

Generator style Three phase, permanent magnet 

Wind turbine weight (kg) 400 

AA Tower height / weight (m/kg) 8/320 

AAATower height / weight (m/kg) 8/450 
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6.2   5KW pitch controlled wind turbine output power curve 

 

 

6.3 Technology characteristic 
Leading centrifugal pitch controlled technology world-wide. 

(1) Exactly regulation 

Information input source of pitch controlled mechanism is wind rotor rotating speed. System 

regulation is more stable, reliable and quick response and so on. 

(2) Softness regulation  

Impact caused by wind speed becoming will be decreased through the pitch controlled mechanism. 

Regulation soft, failure rate low 

(3) Longer service life 

System adopts mechanical part, floating connection, smaller fraction losses, less failure sources, 

better environment adaptability, Longer Service life.  

High efficiency, 30% electricity more than normal wind turbine 

(1) Lower start up wind speed  

Pitch controlled wind turbine blades have the best start up angle, can be started up with 2m/s wind 

speed. Best wind power availability when the wind speed is lower then rated wind speed. 

(2) Stable running when wind speed is higher than rated wind speed 

When then wind speed is higher than rated wind speed, secondary regulation starts up to make sure 

system have a stable output power. 

Lower start up wind speed, then increase the rotating speed, then have a stable output power with a 

higher wind speed to make sure there is a 30% more electricity output. 

Dual protection system 

(1) Double degree pitch controlled technology 

Wind turbine adopts pitch controlled regulation, more easier to start up and increase rotating speed 
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with smaller wind speed; below rated wind speed, system have a higher efficiency with best TSR; 

Over rated wind speed, rotating speed is never over speed with minus blade angle. 

(2) ASP System (Automatic safety protection system) 

ASP system, our patent product is unique protection system in China. It can control the wind turbine 

to run or stop by testing the environment wind speed and system working voltage. When the 

environment wind speed or system voltage is over the set value, it will shut up the wind turbine. 

When the wind speed is lower than 25m/s, it will release the brake system, wind turbine restart to 

work. ASP makes nobody guard come true  

Streamline design  

Tail vane was designed by streamline, finding wind ability is higher about 30% than normal tail vane. 

Easy installation  

(1) Easy to installation without any heavy equipment likes crane, save installation cost. 

(2) Carry and installation are not limited by landform, especially for mountain area and island 

(3) Tilt-up tower, easy to install and maintenance. 

 

6.4 Application field  
Micro net power station. on-grid system; wind and solar hybrid system; GSM base station, frontier 

sentry, island and sight lighting system and so on. 

 

6.5 Picture 
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10KW Pitch Controlled Wind Turbine              

 

7.1  10KWpitch controlled wind turbine technical parameters 

Model  10kW 

Wind rotor diameter (m) 7.6m 

Blade material and quantity Fiber glass reinforced * 3 

Rated power / max power (w) 10000/12000 

Rated wind speed (m/s) 11 

Rated rotate speed (rpm) 220 

Working wind speed (m/s) 3-30 

Startup wind speed (m/s) 2.5 

Survived wind speed (m/s) 60 

Working voltage (v) DC240V/DC500V 

Speed regulation method pitch-controlled 

Stop method Manual brake/Automatic electrical brake 

Generator style Three phase, permanent magnet 

Wind turbine weight (kg) 450 

AAA Tower height / weight (m/kg) 12/1200 
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7.2   10KWpitch controlled wind turbine output power curve 
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7.3 Technology characteristic 
Leading centrifugal pitch controlled technology world-wide. 

(1) Exactly regulation 

Information input source of pitch controlled mechanism is wind rotor rotating speed. System 

regulation is more stable, reliable and quick response and so on. 

(2) Softness regulation  

Impact caused by wind speed becoming will be decreased through the pitch controlled mechanism. 

Regulation soft, failure rate low 

(3) Longer service life 

System adopts mechanical part, floating connection, smaller fraction losses, less failure sources, 

better environment adaptability, Longer Service life.  

High efficiency, 30% electricity more than normal wind turbine 

(1) Lower start up wind speed  

Pitch controlled wind turbine blades have the best start up angle, can be started up with 2m/s wind 

speed. Best wind power availability when the wind speed is lower then rated wind speed. 

(2) Stable running when wind speed is higher than rated wind speed 

When then wind speed is higher than rated wind speed, secondary regulation starts up to make sure 

system have a stable output power. 

Lower start up wind speed, then increase the rotating speed, then have a stable output power with a 

higher wind speed to make sure there is a 30% more electricity output. 

Dual protection system 

(1) Double degree pitch controlled technology 
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Wind turbine adopts pitch controlled regulation, more easier to start up and increase rotating speed 

with smaller wind speed; below rated wind speed, system have a higher efficiency with best TSR; 

Over rated wind speed, rotating speed is never over speed with minus blade angle. 

(2) ASP System (Automatic safety protection system) 

ASP system, our patent product is unique protection system in China. It can control the wind turbine 

to run or stop by testing the environment wind speed and system working voltage. When the 

environment wind speed or system voltage is over the set value, it will shut up the wind turbine. 

When the wind speed is lower than 25m/s, it will release the brake system, wind turbine restart to 

work. ASP makes nobody guard come true  

Streamline design  

Tail vane was designed by streamline, finding wind ability is higher about 30% than normal tail vane. 

Easy installation  

(1) Easy to installation without any heavy equipment likes crane, save installation cost. 

(2) Carry and installation are not limited by landform, especially for mountain area and island 

(3) Tilt-up tower, easy to install and maintenance. 

 

7.4 Application field  
Micro net power station. on-grid system; wind and solar hybrid system; GSM base station, frontier 

sentry, island and sight lighting system and so on. 

 

7.5 Picture  
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30KW Pitch Controlled Wind Turbine            e 

 
8.1 Technical parameters 

Wind rotor diameter (m) 11 

Blade material and quality   Reinforced fiber glass*3  

Rated power/maximum power(W) 30000/35000 

Rated wind speed (m/s) 12 

Rated rotating speed (rpm) 130 

Maximum rotating speed（rpm） 160 

Generator type  Three phase, permanent magnet generator 

Working wind speed (m/s) 3-30 

Start-up wind speed (m/s) 2 

Survive wind speed (m/s) 60 

Rated voltage (V) DC450V/AC380V 

Regulation method Changed damp pitch control 

Wind answering method  Up wind +yawing  

Stop method   Automatic brake  

Gale protection Automatic monitor 、unattended  

Wind turbine body weight (kg) 1300 

Noise level (decibel) ≤65dB 

Tower height  18m/ 25m/ 30m 

Tower type Standing free tower/hydraulic tower 

Working environment temperature -35℃～65℃ 
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8.2 Output power curve 

 

8.3 Technical parameters 

Remote monitor, automatic yawing, pitch control, ASP protection system, a new 

quarternity and intellect wind turbine. 

(1) Remote monitor 

Remote monitor system inspects the wind speed and generator voltage, send order to 

change the wind turbine stop or run even send order to start up the background power 

source. This system also sends unusual station and failure parameters to user, improve 

the user’s emergency capacity and pertinence to debugging. 

(2) Automatic yawing 

Automatic wind answering system will find the right wind direction according to the 

inspection to wind speed and wind direction. To make sure a good output power at 

small wind speed and a good protection at gale. Rotating body is same with MW wind 

turbine’s , lower failure rate, long service life. 

(3) Pitch control  

Dual pitch controlled mechanism adjust the blade angle according to different wind 

speed, to make sure wind turbine have output power with smaller wind speed and have 

a stable output power at gale. Pure mechanism design with rotating speed as the input 

sources makes soft and exactly regulation. 

(4) ASP protection system 

ASP, our patent technology, unique product in China will control the wind turbine to stop 

or work through inspecting environment wind speed and system working voltage. Then 
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the wins peed or voltage is over than set value, system will brakes wind turbine 

automatic, when wind speed is below than 25m/s, system will release the brake to let 

equipment work. It makes unattended come true. 

Variable damp system, high reliable, whole progress pitch controlled  

This system will improve pitch control answering speed by changing the damp in every 

phase to overcome regulation inaccuracy. 

Special aerofoil design, high efficiency blade. 

 

Generator anti-over current protection technology  
When the output current of ANE generator comes up to rated value, it will not be 

increased following with the rotating speed. There is not over current even over speed 

or short circuit. 

Maximum voltage constant technology 

Combining pitch controlled technology and generator characteristic, this technology 

insures wind turbine has a stable voltage with maximum output power, wave area is 

smaller than 2%, improve wind turbine’s resistance to pressure, improve system’s 

reliable and survive capacity. 

8.4 Application area 

Micro grid power station, on-grid system, wind and solar hybrid system, oil plant, 

communication station, sentry, island, sight lighting and so on 

 

8.5 Picture 
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